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? 1. Just Start: Take courageous action and begin your YouTube journey despite feeling
judged, awkward, or alone

It’s completely normal to feel negative emotions before starting a YouTube channel. Fear of being
judged and unsupported, or feelings of awkwardness or nervousness in front of the camera. The
important thing is to “Just do it,” just get started because that is how the fears will slowly evaporate.

? 2. Focus on One Passion: A narrow niche focus helps your channel gain a loyal audience
much faster

Build your YouTube channel around a passion—something you can feel enthusiastic about months
and years into the future. This is how you can maintain motivation and succeed, because it is “a
marathon, not a sprint.” Also, pick something you can be good at and there is a proven market for.

? 3. Your First 1,000 Fans: Cultivate your community through valuable content and genuine
engagement

To make a full-time income, we may only need 1,000 true fans. To get there, we should clarify what
type of value we will offer our audience (entertainment, education, etc.), then set expectations with a
consistent brand, and actively encourage engagement by directly asking for comments and
subscriptions in every single video.

? 4. Monetize Your Videos: 10 proven ways to make passive income, even with a smaller
YouTube channel

As a YouTube creator, there are many ways that you can get paid. Some of the best methods
include: getting paid for ads, recommending products for a commission, selling your own items,
teaming up with companies, and even speaking at events.

? 5. Consistency is Key: Show up with a new video every week, by keeping things simple

A major secret to YouTube success is that consistency is key, that means uploading at least one new
video per week. To do that more easily, make sure you schedule your video creation time, batch
produce multiple videos at one time, and remember that simple videos are fine.

? 6. Creating the ‘Perfect’ Video: “Hacking” the YouTube algorithm to get maximum views in
less time

To succeed on YouTube, you must play to its algorithm that prioritizes click-through rates, viewer
retention, and viewer loyalty. Perfect your video creation by starting with captivating video titles and
thumbnails, delivering a powerful hook, engaging core content, and wrapping up quickly with
recommended videos.

? 7. Scaling Up Your Channel: Leveraging advanced techniques and business building for
even more growth
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To scale up your channel, embrace a range of strategies. From optimizing your videos for what
people are actively searching for, to collaborating with other creators, to harnessing the excitement
generated by trends and holidays. Eventually you’ll want to experiment with new YouTube features
like Shorts, build a team, and expand to other social media platforms—but don’t get distracted too
soon!

  This is just a sample!
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